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It's hard to describe that am I living in a developed or a a third world country at least
corruption is very much open in a 3rd world country but slowly realizing it that it exists
here as well when lot of countries could have banned rideshare without a second
thought it's a shame here as to my understanding the law was very clear to passenger
act well nothing will happen as this are just words and for some it doesn't have any
meaning so in your language if u claim that 70% is rank nd hail nd the remaining 30% is
app based then fair go policy if u remember what was the base for this country then
rideshare drivers should pay 30% of the costs which taxis pay nd if u can't even do that
then as an australian you believe in human rights than what is going on with uber
drivers us HUMAN EXPLOITATION if u understand nd if not then hey why do you guys
care really show your double faced emotions just let them do nd operate in whatever
way they want to but let me tell u those drivers who are driving for uber are in much
more danger on road as they have to drive 16 to 18 hours thanks to no limit on cars on
the road , if I would be a rider nd if would have used rideshare nd if in any case
something would have happened because of any accident or something then I would
have actually suied the govt for not looking after my safety nd allowing an illegal service
to operate leaving my safety in jeopardy , how many more cases of criminal nature
would you need before you could actually take action against a company to allow its
drivers to drive  without any proper background checks nd leave all the things just tell
me why  a normal person who have brains nd commonsense would ever pay upto 40%
extra on a more bad service like taxis would u ever pay which not lot of people would nd
never understand thatvit is because of high operating costs  ? So my sincere request is
to leave us on our fate rather than playing your politics nd wasting tax payers money on
all this B S because it has been already been decided by ur govt  so why all this
propaganda for , if really would have been in the interest of the the consumers  which  it
is all about nd if u really claim  then simply you could have reduced the cost of operating
a taxi nd kind of deregulated the industry which could have been more safer but why
would it be bothered at least their are lots of true australian who support the taxi
industry then duel headed serpents , so please my true advice is stop all this nonsense
and let uber operate it in anyway shape or form which it wants to operate .
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